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UCL Multimedia Anthropology Lab is proud to present Multimedia Encounters, our latest
exhibition and experiment created to coincide with UCL MAL’s first academic conference
Multimedia Encounters: Experimental Approaches to Ethnographic Research, taking place
January 12th - 15th, 2021.
Multimedia Encounters attends to the relationship between anthropological thought and
computer intelligence. Algorithms and the anthropological mind both operate recursively,
dismembering knowledge as we know it, re-calculating and birthing alternative manifestations of
ethnographic data. Our exhibition seeks to probe and push this formal equivalence, exploring its
limits and creating new ground for future multimedia encounters.
Echoing themes explored in the conference Multimedia Encounters, the exhibition aims to
dissect and examine our own systems of value, to re-think how knowledge is produced, and to
create spaces for re-imagining what it means to be (more than) human in a 21st Century
mediascape. In addition to presenting the work of conference panellists, our exhibition features
work from UCL MAL’s global network of anthropologists, artists and researchers.
Featuring work by: Bert Gilbert, Benjamin Gelcich, David Farrow, Daniel Bravo Jimenez,
Ezgi Sonmez, Funa Ye, Francisca Gili, Giuliana Funkhouser, Hermione Spriggs, Ignacio
Gutierrez Crocco, Iman Datoo, Isadora Dannin, Maria Fernandez Pello, Maria Nastase,
Maxime Le Calve, Makda Iyasu, Megan Gette, Mohsen Hazrati, Nestor Siré, Penelope
Watson, Steffen Kohn, Stefan Voicu, Stratton Coffman, Tess Baxter, Yiannis Christidis,
Yoonha Kim, YoungEum Kim, Wade Wallerstein, Zach Mason and Zlata Mechetina.
The impetus for Multimedia Encounters departs from the question: How can an exhibition
become a site of experimentation? More importantly, how can our experiment form the basis of
an emerging scientific method in anthropology? In place of seeking a universal ‘theme’, the
exhibition itself acquires the agency to grow and change. Each work dictates the language of the
environment surrounding it. Throughout the exhibition, renderings of previous exhibition rooms
are continually challenged –– floors collapse in on themselves, objects decimate while audio
work deconstructs into samples.
These curatorial decisions reference anthropology’s own ouroborus movement in its search for
‘alternative’ ontological systems. The exhibition –– posed as a conference in multimedia form ––

includes 27 research-based artists, each presented in a custom-built virtual reality hub. Using the
open-source and cross-platform Mozilla Hubs, this exhibition invites audiences into a conceptual
labyrinth for the senses: follow different routes through the rooms, reveal unexpected encounters.
At the end of the experience, audience members are invited to join the makers: instructions will
be given for participants to create their own virtual reality hubs and send them to UCL MAL.
Current exhibitors are also invited to update their hubs as their research develops. At the end of
2021, UCL MAL will review the exhibition and year-long experiment –– will virtual reality be
capable of mobilising ethnographic research?

Below is an outline of the three possible linear journeys together with indications of where the
portal to the next space is located. Your journey will start and end in the default ‘crater’ setting,
where you will be invited to recursively explore alternative routes. However, we also encourage
you to take on the challenge of locating these portals yourselves: you may find unexpected
encounters...
ENTER HERE.
Wade Wallerstein:
Virtual Phenomenology is an ongoing investigation into the lived experience of traveling
through, inhabiting, or otherwise interacting with virtual and simulated spaces, landscapes, and
software environments. Wallerstein has spent time traversing virtual environments and
conducting ethnographic field research across various computer-generated realities. Wallerstein’s
research is grounded by Tom Boellstorff’s assertion that the virtual is not reducible or opposed to
the real; instead, the virtual is opposed to the actual. Both the virtual and the actual are very
much real, but rooted in the affordances of their material singularity. Further drawing upon
Christopher Tilley’s definition of phenomenology as encompassing the relationship between
Being and Being in the World, this project seeks to uncover how the material affordances,
aesthetic conventions, and social mechanics of commercial 3D interactive virtual worlds shape
social understandings of space as well as cultural relations amongst online communities.
In this iteration of Virtual Phenomenology, Wallerstein presents a selection of field note
recordings inside Ghost of Tsushima, a single-player game developed by Sucker Punch
Productions and published by Sony Interactive Entertainment for the PlayStation 4 system.
Noted amongst gaming communities for its sharp computer-generated graphics, engaging
gameplay, and hyperrealistic environments, Ghost of Tsushima presents an interesting case study
in virtual landscape phenomenology in both its fantastical symbolic representation of late 13th

Century Japan, high-caliber world simulation, and built-in tools for environment modulation and
recording.
The site-specific installation in Mozilla Hubs for Multimedia Encounters presents a
kaleidoscopic view into this world, showcasing a number of overlapping videos from inside the
game world recorded using virtual camera software. The overwhelming barrage of overlapping
visual information displayed in this installation in turn simulate the over-stimulating and
massively multiple qualities of these kinds of 3D virtual worlds, which uniquely offer
opportunities for players/users/visitors/travelers to experience rapid nonlinear movement through
an unimaginable number of high-fidelity environments at once. The experience engendered by
these immersive imaging technologies, software environments, and gaming interfaces is
ultimately one of fragmentation or context collapse.
To find the path forward, walk through the screen to the terrain beyond. You will find three
portals scattered around the outskirts of this default landscape on the outside of the installation.
The blue portal marks the start to route one, the purple portal is for route two, while the red
portal initialises route three.
ROUTE 1.0
Moshen Hazrati:
How can AI help visualise the future by using tools from the past? In Moshen Hazrati’s ongoing
work Fāl Project: Word’s Soul, AI is utilised in the visualisation process of bibliomancy - a
sacred method of Iranian future foretelling. Using the random selection of book passages,
bibliomancy answers specific questions about the future placed by its practitioner. Bridging
Iranian literature with technology, Hazrati explores their creative potential by applying AI and
algorithmic-translations to historical texts, thus ‘growing’ three-dimensional scenes. As you
continue along the turquoise path, you will discover a world of Hazrati’s collaborative
visualisations.
To find your next portal, continue on towards the very end of the path.
Daniel Bravo Jimenez:
Daniel Bravo’s 1944 and C. Emiliano Jiménez Cuapio reinterpret the construction and
maintenance of collective memory as a communicative process, expressed sonically in the form
of oral memory. The user spawns between the two sonic pieces, marked out by green lights.
Audio samples from family interviews, gatherings and historical recordings encircle the final
pieces in a deconstructive manner. Using TidalCycles, Bravo sonically re-digested the

biographical context of his grandfather, Emiliano Jiménez Cuapio –– a migrant worker who
moved to the USA in 1944 from San Juan Totolac. Bravo’s code from TidalCycles is plotted
around the space in an attempt to further unravel the non-linear process of sonically composing
his pieces.
To continue the exhibition, type ‘/fly’ into the chat. Point your mouse towards the floor to go
through it. You will find the next portal below the ground plane.
Zach Mason:
Zach Mason’s Machine Learnt Landscapes contemplates the ways in which Artificial
Intelligence (AI)-driven environments simultaneously create–– but also provide means to make
sense of–– the plural ontologies which are emergent properties of Machine Learning (ML)
systems. Exploring a ‘world mediated by ML’, Mason emphasizes society’s increasingly
symbiotic relationship with ML, and how it is causing established ontological notions to shift
and adapt to new realities. Accordingly, ML's contemporary, mediatory role is also an important
part in producing an indigenous theory of human-AI interaction and, ultimately, a ‘new’ sense of
Anthropology altogether. In this room, you will find Mason’s film hovering above a desert-like
‘Learnt Landscape’ which has been built by mapping AI-produced faces onto a
three-dimensional terrain.
The portal to Funkhouser’s room is on the other side of the floating video.
Giuliana Funkhouser:
The foundation of Giuliana Funkhouser’s research project AfterMath is a Max patch interpreting
varying viewpoints of a story through a 4-channel spatialized sound art installation. Randomized
elements within this computer program are based on numerical datasets detailing information
about Puerto Rico such as exit-traffic and mortality estimates following the 2017 Atlantic
hurricane season. Synthesized drones modulated by sonically interpreted data harmonize with
and interrupt field recordings from daily life on the island – including the song of the endemic
frog coqí and conversations during a blackout at a restaurant. AfterMath is an ode to those who
have moved on or survived to tell the tale after living through catastrophic events exacerbated by
negligent disaster response.
Teleport yourself into the next room by following the frogs through the foliage.
Maria Nastase:
Commonly used as an alternative to data visualisation and as an aid for the visually impaired,
sonification has become one of the most effective processes for informing auditory interactions

and perceptions of physical surroundings. In Maria Năstase’s Sonic Images: Pixel Sonification in
Photographic Image, a new way of exploring photography and sound is realised through pixel
sonification. By mapping sound samples and frequencies to pixel colors and photograph
brightnesses, pixel sonification allows for both ‘hearing’ and ‘seeing’ to be merged into the same
perceptual realm via hard-coding sound into photographic images. In this room, you are
surrounded by Năstase’s Sonic Images in which sound samples are programmatically altered
based on a range of pixel color and brightness values.
Walk through the mouse to make your way to the next portal.
Stratton Coffman and Isadora Dannin:
Proof of Concept willfully misinterprets objects of design, engendering an epistemic action
against the utility of brainstorming, prototyping and assessing. In light of this, Stratton Coffman
and Isadora Dannin have staged a series of guerilla actions which humorously subvert the
proprietary methods instrumentalised in the interest of capital. The video documentation
mediates a re-orientational ethnographic encounter with the body, making it forget and therefore
undermine its own productivity. The surrounding assemblage of pots and mugs are also
borderline absurd –– these objects cannot service the visitor in any way. They are walkable and
haptically frail, foregrounding the suspension of outcomes or goals in favour of laborious
processes.
North-east to the spawn point is a white pot with a handle. Step inside of it in order to find your
next portal.
Yoonha Kim:
Many Virtual Hanboks: Traditional Korean Garment Provoking Alternative Ways of Being in
This World by Yoonha Kim explores the possibility of diversifying digital materialities in parallel
to ontological transformation by foregrounding both ancestral beliefs and contemporary forms of
communications. Featuring the Korean hanbok, Kim’s work highlights the garment’s range
throughout history and contemporarily in the digital world. From adorning physical bodies to
k-pop music videos, vlogs, and online games, the hanbok is anything but a static antiquity. Kim’s
video collage is a result of field recordings of the physical hanbok across several states, as well
as screen recordings of computer-generated, hanbok-provoked imaginary combinations of
materialities and ontologies. Surrounded by Kim’s hanbok renderings and collage, this space
invites you to explore the digital side of this living tradition.
Peek under the pair of trousers for your next portal.

Steffen Kohn and Nestor Siré:
In Steffen Köhn and Nestor Siré’s Screenwalks: Exploring digital connectivity with the help of
desktop cinema, the method of digital ‘screenwalks’ was developed to make explicit the concrete
processes of engagement with digital mediums which are often difficult to verbalise. Emerging
from research on SNET–– a vast grassroots community computer network in Havana, Cuba––the
method of ‘screenwalks’ entails users and admins to giving researchers visual and verbal tours
through networks while elaborating on how they experience it. These ‘screenwalks’ create a
dimension of participant-engaged observation, evoking users’ pre-reflective, affective, and
immediate experiences as they unfold in real-time and navigate the net. At the centre is a typical
desk of a SNET user displaying one of the Screenwalks. To access the full versions of
Screenwalks, click on the URL behind every video.
Your next portal lies behind one of the encircling videos.
ROUTE 2.0
Bert Gilbert:
Based on work with the Shipibo communities of Peru, Bert Gilbert’s Sensoring Sound: Mapping
the Invisible creates an ‘altered state’ via an array of rich kaleidoscopic portals. With the
permission of Shipibo community leaders (Miguel Lopez, Rono Lopez, Angela Sanchez Rios,
Felipe Ochavano Rios and Felipe Segundo), Gilbert spent months ambisonically recording
shamans singing Icaros in ceremony; recording the electrical signals of the plants themselves and
3D-scanning sacred plants and Amazonian junglescapes. Fusing input from sound designer and
composer Colin Watterson; neuroscientist (specialising in psychedelics and consciousness) Chris
Timmerman; analytical hypnotherapist Ann Hamilton; 3D artist Sam Roe; and SubPac’s creator
of wearables Steve Snooks, Gilbert creates an immersive interface between AR, 3D
sound/ambisonics and indigenous sound healing techniques to produce immersive healing
portals. Deconstructing elements of Gilbert’s ‘altered state’ portals, this room visually and
sonically immerses you through a range of 3D models, video clips, and sound work.
Float upwards towards the image with the tree in the middle. Behind it you will see a purple
sphere. Enter it to get teleported to the next room.
Francisca Gili and Benjamin Gelcich:
Historically used in northern Chile, Anadenanthera is a genus of trees with psychoactive
properties. Proyecto Anadenanthera is an experimental project by Francisca Gili, Benjamin
Gelcich and Pedro Silva to capture the sacred plants in audio-visual sequences. In this series of

video art, the audience is invited to explore various narratives about the plants, ranging from
archaeological evidence and ethnographic myths to vernacular classifications and more. The
constrictive torus that is broken apart by fragments of the video entraps the viewer in a cyclical
nature, replicating the psychedelic experience.
Turn fly mode on by typing ‘/fly’ into the chat. This will allow you to walk out of the torus. For
your next portal, make your way inwards towards the trees.
Ignacio Gutierrez Crocco:
Ignacio Gutierrez Crocco’s Perspectivism is an immersive installation that intends to interpret
and transmit the stories of the Lafkenche people from Lake Budi in the Araucanía region of
Chile about the earthquake of 1960. The installation mixes a habitable infrastructure with 360º
video, immersive audio and with interview extracts, to produce a lively simulation of the
experience of the earthquake in the Lafkenche-world from the perspective of the Panku rock.
Make your way up towards the tip of the black post right to the spawn point to locate the portal
to the next room.
Maria Fernandez-Pello:
In Maria Fernandez-Pello’s work Soil science, soil fiction: experiments with dirt magic and film
apparatuses, she uses myths and the scientific narratives of soil-centered practices to better
understand people's relationships to soil. Arising from an experimental documentary filmed in
the island of Ocean City, New Jersey (2020), Fernandez-Pello’s focus on mythic and scientific
narratives structures her work into three thematic parts; ‘Soil Science’, ‘Soil Fiction’, and
‘Entanglements, experiments, and apparatuses’. Illustrating the ‘human’ narratives surrounding
soil use and practices, Fernandez-Pello presents a collection of video excerpts and stills which
correspond to the three main parts of her film. Planted on a vast outstretched of grass and soil,
Fernandez-Pello’s stills are presented at the front of a 3D pipe model from her film.
To make your way to the next portal, go inside the mouse.
Iman Datoo:
Kinnomic Botany: Freeing the Potato from its Scientific and Colonial Ties –– an ongoing project
by Iman Datoo–– traces the seemingly mundane and cumbersome potato through its evolutionary
history and along alternate trajectories to reveal the bland, domesticated language used to
categorise and order the plant world in modern botanical institutions.

Breaking this mould, Kinnomic Botany instead draws cross-disciplinarily and on indigenous
cartographies to shift away from enlightenment architectures and towards ‘more-than-human’
garden infrastructures. This alternative knowledge-production utilises oral, verbal, and tactile
structures, as well as visual communication media to create shared languages as vehicles for
‘truth’, democratisation of the sciences, and ‘portals’ between different worlds and communities.
In this room, a variety of a potato is modeled from Kinnomic Botany along with a connective
outstretching of their roots.
Find your next portal by going inside the grey pot.
Hermione Spriggs:
Traps as Artworks and Artworks and Traps is a virtual rendering of the fictional exhibition
proposed by the late anthropologist Alfred Gell in his essay “Vogel’s Net: Traps as Artworks and
Artworks as Traps” (1996). The 360° environment is built from a combination of hand-drawn
and collaged sources, accurately representing the selection of contemporary works and
ethnographic traps included in Gell’s original fiction. This production is part of a larger research
project exploring the relevance of animal tracking and trapping to contemporary art practice,
with the ultimate goal of developing methodologies for an art practice or ‘art-anthropology’ that
is tooled to move beyond anthropocentric thought.
As famously noted by Gell, works of art and animal traps operate upon the attentional bias of
their viewer/prey in analogous ways. An eel trap from Papua New Guinea is just as enchanting,
just as clever and just as humorous (albeit tragically so) as any work of conceptual art. Moreover
traps contain the complex intentionality of the person who made them, as do works of art. Gell’s
horizontal placement of nonwestern traps alongside works of Western ‘fine’ art demonstrates that
any perceived hierarchy between these two categories of things can only be due to cultural bias.
The virtual exhibition acts as a stage for a narrative tour of the artworks and traps on display,
co-hosted by avatars of the artist and Alfred Gell himself. Elements of this narrative will emerge
throughout the duration of the exhibition.
For the next exhibition room, make your way outside the 360 projection.
Maxime Le Calve and the Object Space Agency group (Cluster of Excellence ‘Matters of
Activity’):
Nocturnal Fieldwork at the Animal Anatomical Theatre is an insight into a remote fieldwork
related to a curatorial project in Berlin. During the Covid-19 crisis, Calve and the Object Space
Agency group were denied access to on-site research. They were preparing an exhibition based

around a multispecies ethnography that shows non-human activities at an ancient veterinary
anatomical theatre. These speculative investigations revealed unanticipated potential, manifested
through digital drawings and 360° paintings. The creation of a virtual tour provided us with new
means of exploring the space and its otherworldly inhabitants, inspired by the children’s book
Night at the Museum by the illustrator Milan Trenc (1993).
Continue the exhibition by going outside the 360 projection.
Megan Gette:
In Ordinary Schizophonia, Megan Gette sonically weaves together a wide range of multimedia
data sources including field recordings from Gulu, Uganda; New Orleans; New York City;
Austin; Durham; Guatemala and Vancouver. Highlighting the technological separation of sound
from source –– what anthropologists of sound and acoustic ecologists have considered
‘schizophonia’ –– Gette seeks to expand ordinary, everyday attunements to ecological fragilities.
Foregrounding moments of breakdown, interference, and environmental noise, Gette’s
‘ecological fragility’ is further materialized by the deconstructed and detached tree renderings
displayed in this room.
To find your next portal, continue on to the outermost tree. You will find a black cube at its root
inside of which is the next portal.
ROUTE 3.0
YoungEun Kim:
In Red Noise Visit, YoungEun Kim resurrects the ‘sounds of the past’, spotlighting two
characteristic sounds at the backdrop of Korea’s modernization. The first sound is of the siren:
over the course of 36 years, the curfew siren gradually instilled within the nation a strict
temporal discipline, dominating the space, time, and minds of individuals. In tandem with the
memory of the siren’s sound is the rigid visuality of the siren tower (formerly, a
Japanese-occupation era watchtower) which stands as the tallest redbrick watchtower in
existence.
The second sound is the radio, which carried deliberate propaganda and ordinary transmissions
to and from each side of the border. The perceived sound of all radio signals was thus labelled
‘Red Noise’: two vexed sounds—two ‘red noises’—one oppressively striking down upon the
flow of time, the other permeating across spatial borders. Towards composing Red Noise Visit,
Kim utilised news articles, interviews, and essays describing echoic memories of the siren and
radio. In this room, Kim’s work is enveloped in a totalizing, almost oppressive, red space,

inviting you to be completely taken over by a vivid collective memory and Korea’s ‘sounds of
the past’.
Discover your next portal by going past the video on one of the ends of the tunnel.
Stefan Voicu and David Farrow:
Stefan Voicu’s Don’t come home this year and David Farrow’s Sounding Disorder in Police Riots
are both video-based works that navigate through landscapes of uncertainty and protest. Voicu’s
video creates a virtual dialogue out of publicly sourced footage of Romanian migrants stuck on
the border between Austria and Hungary. While Farrow explores sonically-mediated encounters
with police rioting, where counter-protesters and the police collide in a disturbed soundscape of
police sirens, LRAD (Long Range Amplification Device) speakers and chants. The two works
communicate with each other in a heightened language of anxiety, manifesting an environment
where restrictive walls and roadblocks hark back to vernacular manifestations of urban protest.
Continue the exhibition by going inside the black cube behind the roadblocks.
Penelope Watson & Yiannis Christidis:
In dialogue with one-another, Penelope Watson’s visual works and Yiannis Christidis sonic
composition A Final Preparation communicate rich traditions of passage and transcendence.
Blending ‘documental’ and imaginary soundscapes, Christidis creates an immersive sonic
experience centring around the funerary preparations of a body. In Watson’s works, the aesthetic
tradition of the Greek Orthodox Church is contemplated through artistic practice, serving as an
ethnographic process of reflection, iteration, and communication. Inspired by the synthesis of
these works, the cloud-like formations in this room interplay with themes of ‘ethereality’ and
touch upon the non-textual communication of lived tradition.
To find your portal to the next room, continue past the central light which is illuminating the
floor.
Ezgi Sonmez:
What does it mean to be living and dying at the same time? In Ezgi Sonmez’s film Memento
Mori, the ‘untethered’ potential of life must reckon with the inevitable finality of death. Arising
from her ethnographic fieldwork on the interwoven stages of grief, Sonmez contemplates
mortality and loss through rich verbal and visual expression. Lapping gently like waves,
Somnez’s solemn and rhythmic delivery navigates us through what it means to be aware of death
during life.

Step through the film to discover the black cube with the portal to the next room.
Funa Ye:
In Funa Ye’s work Beauty+, beauty apps and filters –– otherwise known as beautification
software –– are central to contemporary notions of the self and the proliferation of facial
recognition and data surveillance in China. As the world becomes ‘filtered’ and smoothed over
with the click of a button, ‘flaws’ become conditions of a reality left behind. The
three-dimensional models have been built on this premise –– all of the faces that you see are
merely products of beautification software such as Meitu and Instagram filters.
To enter the next exhibition room, make your way to the chin of the upwards-facing model and
step inside it.
Zlata Mechetina:
Zlata Mechetina’s Computer Vision as Digital Baroque mediates the surplus time that many have
compounded as the result of the Covid-19 pandemic. Mechetina’s photographic series has been
made entirely through Zoom and then subsequently edited into collages. Historical connotations
of the Baroque period and its ornamental visual language have been repurposed for deformed
assemblages. The result is accidental renderings by three-dimensional modelling software as it
tries to create more vertices out of a flat photograph. As part of an ethnography on surplus time
and furloughed populations, Mechetina made audio recordings from online webcam modelling
websites which can be heard throughout the scene.
Teleport yourself into the next room by entering the floating black cube north-west to the spawn
point, behind one of the floating collages.
Makda Iyasu:
Mx Chiquita is an exploration of gender fluidity in the Amazon and was part of The Third Space
exhibition that looks at themes of spaces and marginality. The room consists of a futuristic
backdrop for showcasing a series of intimate interviews, simulating a grand billboard experience.
Behind the seductive imagery is a documentation of the struggles of a queer movement in
contemporary Brazil. The viewer is transported into the story of a party of resistance for over 40
years, happening alongside the religious Círio de Nazaré celebrations. The space is balanced
with colourful devotional objects and showcases the famous banana from the American company
Chiquita. Step into a world of imagination and queer emancipation in an invigorating, simulated
space.

Look for a green rectangle next to the image of a beauty mask for the next portal.
Tess Baxter:
In the work The avatar and the artist; collaborations across space and time, Tess Baxter
explores massive multiplayer online spaces (such as Second Life) as a collaborative realm of
embodied ‘residence’. By bridging together ‘creative commons’ performance pieces and
exhibitions with public domain material - in this case, Beethoven’s ‘Eroica’ Symphony no. 3,
Heiligenstadt Testament and Second Life - Baxter seeks to demonstrate how digital space is not
separate from ‘reality’, and to explore the ways in which it is both used and outwardly conveyed.
Drawing on the aesthetic utilised by Baxter, this work is displayed in front of a group of flames
and within an infrared, encompassing space.

To access the next exhibition room, go into the middle of the fire.
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